IGNITION SWITCHES – LABEL PRINTER

ACS KEYED IGNITION SWITCHES

These fine quality switches are being used in many aircraft. The switch housing is now machined from billet aluminum which makes this switch 25% lighter. They provide “ON” and “OFF” electrical control of both magneto systems on single engine aircraft. The key-operated switches mount from the rear of the panel in a 7/8” dia. hole. Available with or without starter position.

Experimental aircraft only or 337 Form required for Production aircraft. Made in the U.S.A.

A-510-5 Experimental, without Starter Position. Supplied with switch plate and two keys. (diode not required) P/N 11-03169.................................................................$171.75
A-510-2 FAA/PMA with Starter Position. Supplied with switch plate and two keys. (diode included) P/N 11-03170.................................................................$187.75

ACS IGNITION SWITCH AND LOCK SETS

MODEL NO. A-510-5K, includes ignition switch without starter position, two aircraft locks (one door and one baggage lock)* and two keys mated to ignition switch and locks. (Diode not required) P/N 11-03171.................................................................$187.75
MODEL NO. A-510-2K, includes ignition switch with starter position, two aircraft locks (one door and one baggage lock)* two keys mated to ignition switch and locks (diode included) P/N 11-03172.................................................................$216.95

* Baggage lock may be modified to second door lock if preferred.

ACS IGNITION SWITCH PLATES

Plate without start - A-2255-A ..................................................P/N 11-03667.................................................................$1.75
Plate with start - A-2255-A ..................................................P/N 11-03668.................................................................$1.75

ACS DOOR AND BAGGAGE LOCK SETS

The door and baggage locks furnished with the ignition switches above are also available separately. Set of two locks (one door and one baggage lock) furnished with one key mated to both locks. The baggage lock may be used as second door lock if preferred. P/N 11-01600.................................................................$49.85
ACS Double Sided Blank Key uncut with black boot P/N 05-03666.................................................................$5.50
ACS Cut Key with boot (specify key #) P/N 05-04103.................................................................$7.95

ACS LEVER TYPE IGNITION SWITCH

A-510-1 Lever Type - Twist-Knob Without Starter Position. (diode not required) P/N 11-03176.................................................................$189.75

ACS STARTER SOLENOID DIODE ASSEMBLY

This is required for all new A-510-2 and A-510-2K ignition switches for compliance with ACS Service Bulletin SB92-01. Diode Assembly for Starter Solenoid with one or Two Coil Contacts P/N 10-176485-2.................................................................$8.50

BENDIX IGNITION SWITCHES

MODEL NO. 10-357290-1
Without Starter Position. Includes two keys. Furnished with Switch Plate .................................................$427.00

MODEL NO. 10-357200-1
Without Starter Position. Includes two keys. Furnished with Switch Plate .................................................$498.00

MODEL NO. 10-357210-1
With push to start feature. Includes two keys. Furnished with Switch Plate .................................................$596.00

BENDIX SWITCH PLATES

Without Starter Position Switch Plate No. 10-51127 .................................................................$5.35
With Starter Position Switch Plate No. 10-12667 .................................................................$5.85

BENDIX STARTING VIBRATORS

Part Number Description Used with Ignition System Price
10-176487-121 12V DC S-200, S-600, S-700 $583.00
10-357487-241 24V DC S-200, S-600, S-700 $583.00
10-176487-122 12V DC S-1200 $562.00
10-357487-242 24V DC S-1200 $597.00
10-176485-121 12V DC W/Relay S-200, S-600, S-700 $1,796.00
10-176485-241 24V DC W/Relay S-200, S-600, S-700 $2,191.00
10-176485-242 24V DC W/Relay S-1200 $2,189.00

LABELWORKS LABEL PRINTER

The LW-PX350 is a low-cost, portable wire marking, barcode and general identification label printer up to 3/4” (18 mm) wide. Identify wires and equipment, organize tool cribs, identify storage bins, make safety labels, tag assets and more. With special-function hot keys and automatic cutter, this easy-to-use label maker offers extraordinary flexibility and power at an affordable price.

With the LW-PX350, you can print on variety of materials such as: magnetic tape, heat shrink tube, and super strong adhesive tapes. Best of all, the LW-PX350 is backed by the LABELWORKS PX lifetime warranty. P/N 11-15517 .................................................................$187.95